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ABSTRACT 

Several computer programs are available to simulate 
airflows due to the operation of smoke control systems 
(ASHRAE 1991), but they cannot always obtain a solution. 
So that an improved program could be developed, four 
different algorithms that are frequently used for solving pipe 
network problems were implemented in separate programs, 
which were evaluated using various smoke control system 
and building types to select the best algorithm (ASHRAE 
Research Project 618-RP). 

Based on convergence reliability, speed, accuracy, 
memory requirements, ease of use, and flexibility, the best 
algorithm was the simultaneous node method. The program 
implementing that method was then extended to include all 
the capabilities required for the analysis of smoke control 
systems. Its airflow and pressure predictions were compared 
to those of another smoke control analysis program by an 
external agency for several cases. Excellent agreement was 
obtained in each case. 

INTRODUCTION 

Smoke control systems can play a major role in 
reducing deaths, injuries, and property damage in fires. 
These systems rely on controlling pressure differences and 
the directions of airflows in a building to minimize the 
spread of smoke, particularly to parts of the building that 
serve as escape routes. 

It is not easy to predict a set of airflows and pressure 
differences for large buildings, especially when stack effects 
and wind-driven infiltration interact with forced ventilation 
through faris and ducts. Only a computer program can 
provide such a prediction for any realistic set of conditions. 
ASCOS (Klote and Fothergill 1983) was developed several 
years ago to carry out this task. It is the most widely 
available program for smoke control system design (Said 
1988). ASCOS has been validated against field data ob
tained in an eight-story tower and against other computer 
programs (Klote and Bodart 1985). However, ASCOS does 
not always work. There are certain situations for which 
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ASCOS fails to converge, without an apparent pattern. For 
this reason, the possibilities for carrying out the network
solving computation at the core of a smoke control analysis 
program need to be re-examined. 

The computational problem involved is the solution of 
a multidimensional set of nonlinear algebraic equations 
using iterative methods, which occurs in many engineering 
applications. One of the most common occurrences is the 
calculation of flow patterns in pipe networks, for which 
computer solutions have been used for many years. The 
techniques developed for that task are available for possible 
application to the solution of building airflow networks, 
which is the core of the analysis of smoke movement. Thus, 
the objective of the work summarized in this paper was to 
evaluate these techniques and to select the best possible 
solution method for use in a smoke control program that 
simulates the flow of air in a multizone building. 

ALGORITHM DEFINITION 

Five pipe network analysis algorithms were considered: 
(1) the sequential node method (ASCOS), (2) the sequential 
loop method (Hardy Cross), (3) the simultaneous node 
method, (4) the simultaneous loop method, and (5) the 
linear theory method (simultaneous). The sequential 
methods have been found to be slower and/or less likely to 
converge than the corresponding simultaneous methods 
(Wood and Rayes 1981). Therefore, the evaluatfons 
concentrated on the three simultaneous methods. The 
sequential node method was included for comparison 
purposes because it has already been implemented in 
ASCOS. The sequential loop method was not evaluated. 

Simultaneous Node Method 

The simultaneous node method (Jeppson 1982; Walton 
1989a; Meyers and Shamir 1990) involves the solution of 
a system of nonlinear nodal flow continuity equations by 
iteratively solving a linear system of equations that consider 
the nodal pressures as unknowns. To summarize this 
method, consider a network with J nodes that has N links 
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with unknown flows. 
A set of J nodal pressure estimates is initially deter

mined or supplied by the user. Then, in a Newton-Raphson 
procedure, a correction for each nodal pressure is calculated 
simultaneously using another system of J linear equations 
relating the rate of change of flow with respect to pressure 
at each node to the continuity of flow at each node. The 
partial derivatives and flows for each of the N links are 
evaluated using relations describing flow as a nonlinear 
function of pressure drop. Pressure drops are determined 
using the pressure estimates from the previous iteration and 
include stack and wind effects. This procedure is repeated 
until the flow imbalance at each node is within a specified 
tolerance. 

Simultaneous Loop Method 

The simultaneous loop method (Epp and Fowler 1970; 
Jeppson 1982; Meyers and Shamir 1990) involves the use 
of corrective flow rates in each loop of a network and the 
solution of a system of nonlinear loop pressure drop 
equations by iteratively solving a linear system of equations 
that consider the airflow rates as unknowns. To summarize 
this method, again consider the network with J nodes that 
has N links with unknown flows and also has L loops. 

First, a set of N initial flow estimates that satisfy 
continuity at each node, but that do not necessarily satisfy 
the L loop pressure drop equations, is determined or 
supplied by the user. 

The next step in the simultaneous loop method uses a 
Newton-Raphson procedure. A flow correction adjustment 
for each loop is calculated simultaneously using a set of L 
linear equations relating the rate of change of loop pressure 
drop with respect to loop corrective tlow rates to the known 
pressure drop in the loop. These known pressure drops are 
based on stack and wind effects. The partial derivatives and 
pressure drops are evaluated for each of the links in each of 
the L loops using relations describing pressure drop as a 
nonlinear function of flow estimates from the previous 
iteration. Next, the N flow rates from the previous iteration 
are adjusted using the L adjusted loop flow corrections. The 
continuity balance at each node remains satisfied after these 
flow rate adjustments. This procedure is repeated using 
adjusted flow rates until the change in flow in each link 
from one iteration to the next is within a specified toler
ance. 

At the conclusion of the iterations, all unknown zone 
pressures and the pressure drops in constant flow links are 
determined using the known wne pressures and the link 
pressure drops based on calculated airflow rates. 

Linear Theory Method 

The linear theory method (Wood and Charles 1972; 
Jeppson 1982; Meyers and Shamir 1990) involves itera
tively solving a system of linear nodal continuity equations 

and loop pressure drop equations that consider the airflow 
rates as unknowns. Isaacs and Mills (1980) suggested using 
the linear theory method to solve for unknown nodal 
pressures instead. However, Jeppson (1982) recommended 
against using it to solve for nodal pressures. Therefore, the 
linear theory method algorithm developed in this project 
solved for the unknown airflow rates, as described in the 
first three references. 

To summarize this method, consider the same network 
with J nodes, N links with unknown flows, and L loops. 
The N links with unknown flows are assumed to have an 
initial flow rate of unity. No other flow initialization is 
required. Then, a new estimate of flow for each of the N 
links is calculated to simultaneously satisfy a set of J-1 
linear nodal flow continuity equations and a set of L linear 
equations that relate unknown loop pressure drops to known 
loop pressure drops, which include stack and wind effects. 
The second set of linear equations describes the pressure 
drop in each of the N links as the product of the flow 
estimate from the previous iteration and a flow coefficient 
that is a nonlinear function of the flow estimate from the 
previous iteration. The continuity balance at each node 
remains satisfied after these flow rate adjustments. This 
procedure of determining new flow estimates is repeated 
until the change in flow in each link from one iteration to 
the next is within a specified tolerance. 

As for the simultaneous loop method, all unknown zone 
pressures and the pressure drops in constant flow links are 
determined using the known zone pressures and the link 
pressure drops based on calculated airflow rates at the 
conclusion of the iterations. 

EVALUATION CRITERIA 

Convergence Reliability and Speed 

Convergence reliability and execution speed are two 
major criteria used in evaluating program performance. 
There is no problem in trading off speed versus reliability 
in evaluating the network algorithms. Reliability is an 
absolute requirement. Each algorithm can be implemented 
to maximize the possibility that it will always converge (for 
solvable problems), although possibly at som~ cost in 
speed. 

For example, the iteration procedures used in the 
simultaneous node and loop methods are based on the 
Newton-Raphson method (extrapolation toward the solution 
using derivatives). That method is used widely to solve 
multidimensional systems of nonlinear equations because of 
its rapid quadratic convergence characteristics. 

Wood and Rayes (1981) tested all of the network 
analysis methods considered here using no relaxation and 
found that the simultaneous node method was fast but 
unreliable. They suggested this behaviour was due to the 
Newton-Raphson method entering a nonconvergent cycle, 
or converging slowly, due to oscillating corrections. These 



oscillations can be prevented by using a relaxation factor on 
the nodal pressure adjustments (Shamir and Howard 1968; 
Walton 1989a). The use of over-relaxation can speed up a 
program, while under-relaxation can make it more reliable. 
Using a variable relaxation procedure, Howard (1989) 
found it to be very reliable and generally faster than the 
other methods. 

Speed is the selection criterion, not the number of itera
tions, because some methods use more computer time per 
iteration than others. However, a method that has the same 
speed as another but uses fewer iterations is preferable 
because it is less likely to be influenced by the propagation 
of round-off errors from one iteration to the next. 

Solution Accuracy 

Solution accuracy is a third important criterion. 
Although failure to converge is inconvenient, it is preferable 
to the possibility of converging to an inaccurate solution. 
Recognizing inaccuracies is difficult for large building 
airflow networks. 

Due to differences between the methods, the criterion 
used to assess convergence cannot necessarily also be used 
to assess solution accuracy. For example, the loop methods 
require that continuity of mass be satisfied initially at every 
node, and then iterations are used to refine estimates of 
pressure drops around the loops while maintaining continu
ity at the nodes. Thus, imbalances in the pressure drops in 
each loop indicate the solution accuracy with this method. 
The solution determined by a loop method is essentially 
exact if these imbalances in pressure drops are sufficiently 
small. In contrast, the node methods carry out iterations to 
satisfy continuity of mass at every node, so the imbalances 
in flows at the nodes indicate the solution accuracy. To 
compare the different methods fairly, an "unnatural" 
convergence criterion must be used. 

In their comparisons of different network solvers, 
Wood and Rayes (1981) used the changes in link flows 
between consecutive iterations as a convergence criterion 
because updated flows are easily determined in all of the 
methods. This criterion was also used in the programs 
developed in this project. It is important to note that 
continuity of mass at every node for the simultaneous node 
method is not guaranteed by this criterion. 

Memory Requirements 

A fourth important criterion is the memory require
ments of each method. While the available memory and 
speed of microcomputers is increasing rapidly, many 
current microcomputers may have insufficient memory to 
simulate large building airflow networks with some of the 
methods. Since design engineers will probably use a smoke 
control analysis program on a microcomputer, a re.cluction 
in memory requirements of a method will make it more 
useful. For example, the use of sparse matrix techniques to 
solve a set of linear equations will reduce memory require-

ments by only storing nonzero matrix elements and in 
addition will greatly increase the sofotion speed by eliminat
ing computations involving zero matrix elements. 

Ease of Use 

A fifth criterion is ease of use. Some of the methods 
require more detailed inputs than others. For example, 
loops must be defined for the linear theory method and for 
the simultaneous loop method. This presents a problem. 
Manual generation of the loops could be used, but it is 
time-consuming and prone to error. Furthermore, practice 
in defining good sets of loops might be necessary to 
duplicate the behavior of an experienced user of a particular 
loop method algorithm so 'that memory requirements are 
minimized. Alternatively, automatic loop definition could be 
used to solve these problems. However, an automatic loop 
generator might not be an advantage because time spent 
defining an optimum set of loops could exceed the time 
saving in converging to a solution (Barlow and Markland 
1969). 

Flexibility 

The sixth and final criterion to consider is flexibility. 
For example, a program that can be asked to find the rate 
of air injection necessary to keep zone A at a higher 
pressure than zone B is more useful than one that can only 
calculate the pressures in zones A and B, given the air 
injection rate. Any program can be made to do this kind of 
calculation by iteration, but some of the solution algorithms 
have the inherent ability to solve for a mixed set of un
known variables that extend beyond only the flows and 
pressures (Shamir and Howard 1968). 

ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION 

Many features of a program for solving network 
problems affect its performance. Thus, the task of imple
menting the algorithms for solving the basic network 
problem in separate smoke control analysis microcomputer 
programs presented a major technical difficulty: to imple
ment the network analysis methods so they could be tested 
on the best "level playing field." 

Unfortunately, there is no standard approach to define 
the best "level playing field." There are too many varia
tions to consider testing even a small fraction of the 
possible combinations of algorithms and solution techniques. 
Consequently, judgment was used to ensure the algorithm 
implementations used not only the same solution details but 
also the best possible solution details. 

The simultaneous solution techniques were implemented 
in separate computer programs, each of which was based on 
an existing computer program that has capabilities similar 
to those required for smoke control analysis. 



SCAFA (Simultaneous Node Method) 

In another project, a microcomputer program had 
already been developed that implements the simultaneous 
node method (Yuill and Wray 1989). The program is based 
on elements of two other public domain Fortran programs 
that calculate airflows and pollutant transport in multizone 
buildings (Walton 1989a; Axley 1988). It includes all the 
modeling capabilities of ASCOS. Since the focus of this 
work was to evaluate algorithms for analysis of airflows in 
smoke control systems, the section of that program dealing 
with airflows was separated out to create a new program 
called SCAF A. 

SCAF A uses the Newton-Raphson method, along with 
either a simple relaxation coefficient or a variable relaxation 
coefficient (Steffensen iteration), to control oscillations. To 
avoid difficulties in solving cases in which there are 
extremely small pressure drops accompanied by large 
airflows, such as in atriums, the Newton-Raphson correc
tion factors are used to update zone pressures, as well as 
link pressure drops at the end of each iteration. It was 
found that if these factors were used to update only the zone 
pressures at the end of each iteration, and if link pressure 
drops were then calculated from the updated zone pressures, 
round-off errors could become large enough in that calcula
tion to prevent convergence for links with small pressure 
drops. In addition, SCAF A uses double-precision variables 
to store airflow rate, pressure drop, and zone pressure data. 
In cases involving large flows due to small pressure drops, 
the use of single-precision variables could contribute to 
round-off errors that prevent convergence. 

An initial set of nodal pressure estimates, which are 
required by the network solver, are generated simultaneous
ly using a set of equations describing continuity of flow at 
each node, with flow in each element represented by a 
linear function of pressure drop. 

SIMLOOP (Simultaneous Loop Method) 

Modifying SCAFA The simultaneous loop method 
algorithm was implemented by modifying SCAF A to 
produce a new program called SIMLOOP. The modifica
tions included (1) adding the capability of reading and 
storing data describing the loops, (2) revising the pr0ce
dures that assigi:i sparse matrix storage locations and that 
assemble the elements of the Jacobian (matrix of partial 
derivatives) in skyline form, and (3) developing four new 
procedures. The first assembles the vector of known loop 
pressure drops (based on stack and wind effects). The 
second determines the link prt:ssure drop through a power 
law resistance element as a function of the previous itera
tion's airflow rate and determines the partial derivative of 
link pressure drop with rtspect to a corrective loop flow. 
The third determines the airflow rates in each flow link 
based on the initial flow rate estimates and the calculated 
loop flow corrections at each iteration. The fourth deter
mines all unknown zone pressures and the pressure drops in 

constant flow links using the user-specified zone pressures 
and the link pressure drops based on the airflow rates at the 
end of the iterations. 

Loop Data Generation The simultaneous loop method 
requires the generation of loop data, either manually or 
automatically. Manual generation of these data is expensive 
and prone to error. The development and implementation of 
an algorithm to automatically generate these data is also 
expensive, because of the complexity of the loop-defining 
procedure for optimal ordering of the loops. 

Locating a loop generation source code was a problem 
because only one source code was found that was complete 
and documented. Purthermore, it is part of a proprietary 
computer program. That program uses the simultaneous 
loop method to solve for flows and pressures in water 
distribution systems. It includes a loop-defining algorithm 
that uses a minimum path algorithm to select the natural set 
of loops and a loop-reordering algorithm that minimizes the 
band width of the Jacobian (Epp and Fowler 1970). The 
code was obtained under the condition that its use be 
restricted to this project. The abilities to read a building 
input data file used by SCAF A and to write a new building 
data file for SIMLOOP that includes the SCAF A input data, 
with the new loop data at its end, were added to the loop 
data generator program. SCAF A and SIMLOOP input data 
files are identical, except for the loop data at the end of the 
SIMLOOP files. 

Flow Initialization The simultaneous loop method 
requires the specification of initial flows that satisfy 
continuity at every node. However, it is unlikely that a user 
could supply a satisfactory set of flows for the large 
networks that typically are used to represent buildings. 
Also, even if the user were inclined to estimate i'nese flows 
manually, that process is time-consuming and prone to 
error. Gilman et al. (1971) found tha.t an automatic flow 
initialization procedure similar to that of Epp and Fowler 
(1970) can provide a better set of initial flows than manual 
methods. Epp and Fowler stated that their procedure 
"approximates the true flows which in tum reduces the 
number of iterations required to determine the final flow, 
and seems to ensure convergence of Newton's method." 

As a result, an automatic procedure based on that of 
Epp and Fowler was implemented in SIMLOOP to estimate 
the flows for starting the iterations in the simultaneous loop 
method. The approach used in SIMLOOF has a slight 
modification in the development of the minimal spanning 
tree. In SIMLOOP, links are included in the tree based on 
flow rate and not based solely on resistance. The use of 
flows determined from link flow resistances and initial 
pr~ssure estimates is more likely to give a better approxi
mation to the final flows than the use of only flow resis
tances. 

LINEAR (Linear Theory Method) 

The linear theory method algorithm was implemented 
by modifying SIMLOOP to produce a new program called 
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LINEAR. These modifications involved (1) removing the 
linear initialimtion and Newton-Raphson method codes, 
which are not needed in the linear theory method, so more 
memory would be available and (2) developing four new 
procedures. The first procedure assigns matrix storage 
locations. The second assembles the matrix of nodal 
continuity and loop pressure drop equation coefficients. The 
third assembles the vector of known net nodal flows (based 
on constant flows into and out of each node) and known 
loop pressure drops (based on stack and wind effects). The 
fourth determines the flow coefficient for a power law 
resistance element as a function of the last iteration's 
airflow rate, as required by the linear theory method. 

A problem became apparent during the testing of 
LINEAR: the coefficient matrix for the linear theory 
method is not symmetric. Also, the diagonal of this matrix 
in LINEAR can contain zeros due to the nature of the linear 
theory method. These zeros caused the sparse matrix LU
decomposition equation-solving procedure used in SCAF A, 
SIMLOOP, and LINEAR to fail in LINEAR due to division 
by zero errors. 

The problem was solved by modifying LINEAR so it 
used a different equation-solving subroutine, Crout's 
algorithm, as presented by Press et al. (1988). The new 
equation solver in LINEAR also used LU-decomposition but 
with partial pivoting (row interchanges) to reorder the 
coefficient matrix and known pressure drop vector. As a 
result, nonzero elements of the coefficient matrix were 
placed on the diagonal instead of zeros. 

Unfortunately, the new equation-solving subroutine in 
LINEAR did not take advantage of the sparsity of the 
matrix, so the entire matrix bad to be stored. This signifi
cantly increased memory requirements, reduced computa
tional efficiency, and increased execution time. The new 
equation solver could be modified to take advantage of the 
sparsity of the matrix. However, these modifications would 
be expensive because of the time required to develop and 
implement a dynamic memory allocation algorithm in 
Fortran. Such an algorithm is not easily implemented in that 
language. Discussions with several experts in the fields of 
sparse matrix eqliation solvers and of hydraulic network 
analysis indicated that an equation solver written in Fortran, 
which is available as source code, which can be linked to 
LINEAR for use on a microcomputer, which uses pivoting, 
and which takes advantage of the sparsity of the coefficient 
matrix is not readily available. 

The new equation solver was not implemented in 
SCAF A and SIMLOOP because these methods allow the 
original simple sparse matrix equation solver without 
pivoting to be used. For the same case used to test LIN
EAR, the Jacobians in SCAF A and SIMLOOP were 
symmetric, were diagonally dominant, and did not contain 
zeros on the diagonal. This behavior is expected for all 
properly ·posed and physically realistic cases. 

ALGORITHM EVALUATION 

Building Data Set Description 

Fifty different building descriptions were used in 
evaluating the network analysis algorithms. This data set 
consisted of a wide range of smoke control system types 
and building types in an input format used by ASCOS. 
These cases were selected because ASCOS had already 
exhibited difficulty in solving these types of problems. 
Table 1 summarizes the 50 cases. A program was devel
oped to translate each ASCOS input data file to the format 
used by SCAFA, SIMLOOP, and LINEAR. 

Comparisons of Program Performance 

To evaluate the different network analysis algorithms, 
850 runs involving the 50 cases were carried out on a 16-
MHz 386sx microcomputer with a math coprocessor using 
SCAFA, SIMLOOP, and LINEAR, and ASCOS. 

ASCOS uses a default convergence tolerance of 0.2 L/s 
(4.238 x 10-1 cfm), which had already caused convergence 
problems in ASCOS. This convergence tolerance applies to 
the flow imbalance at each node. To provide a fairer 
comparison of program predictions, the convergence limit 
was reset to 8.332 x 10-2 Lis (1.766 x 10-1 cfm), which 
is equivalent to l x 10-4 kg/sat standard temperature and 
pressure (21 °C and 101,325 Pa). 

The more stringent convergence tolerance is different 
compared to that used in the three programs implementing 
the simultaneous methods -(SCAFA, SIMLOOP, and 
LINEAR). A tolerance of 1 x 10-6 kg/s on the change in 
link flows from one iteration to the next was used in these 
three programs. This tolerance is equivalent to 8.332 X 

10-4 Lis (1.766 x 10-3 cfm) at standard temperature 'and 
pressure (21°C and 101,325 Pa). 

The ASCOS convergence tolerance was not used in the 
other programs for two reasons. First, the loop-based 
methods initially satisfy continuity of flow at the nodes, so 
the ASCOS criterion is inappropriate for these methods. 
For consistency, the simultaneous node method also used 
the same criterion as the loop-based methods. Second, tests · 
of ASCOS indicated that a convergence tolerance more 
stringent than 1 X 10-4 kg/s could cause significant 
convergence difficulties in ASCOS (even more cases in 
which the program failed to converge or was extremely · ' 
slow to converge). However, tests of the other programs 
indicated they were capable of using a more stringent 
convergence tolerance. While the more stringent tolerance 
may seem excessive for smoke control applications, it is 
likely the solutions obtained using it will be more accurate. 
The high accuracy obtained is not costly in computer time 
due to the quadratic convergence characteristics of the 
Newton-Raphson method. 



TABLE 1 
Test Cases for Evaluation of Network Analysis Algorithms 

Building Bu1ldlng Number of Number of 
Number Tvoe Stories Shafts Case Notes and descrintions of cases 

1 Residence 2 0 1 Test simplest case. 
2 Residence 2 Test simple case . 

....... .. .. .. ~~!~.: ... ~~~: .... !!!!~: .... ~~~ .. ~!9~.--~1~!:.~!!;,o,;~.1.'?.~~; ................... .. ................................. .. 

3 Office 55 11 ::J:::: ::~~\1!~?.:~~#iZa~:l~~:,~~:~~!~ciib~llii:::::::::::::::::: ::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::::: ::: ::::::: 
•.... ~ ...... f.9.CT~ .. ~m!l~~ .. c::.c;i.n!r!lL .............. ........ .................................................................... . 

4 Zoned smoke control with broken windows on smoke zone. ··· .. 5···· "F'ire'iiii"noor:s·1·2· .. ; ·:f";~r·aii<rnr~ ·wfr1Ciows'il'riii<eii··c;ui: ................................ . 
........... .. ~~!.~.: ... ~!?~: .. ~.~~--~-1.9.~=-~-~~.!:!!:~~!!?!.~: ................... .. ............. .. ... ........................... . 

5 4 Office 36 
1 Base.case - no smoke control. 

:::::?:::: : :§.m~JJ~r. :9.Riinxn.aii:t9:!.ii~h~:Q(9.~i:iih~Ic::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::: :::::::::::::::::: 
..... ~ ...... §t!!ir.P.rn!?.!?.':!~!!!i!lf.l .... w.i!n.nr.~.f!!!!?r..~~h!!!-!!?!.tt!r.i.i .. m~.~-~ni£!!L!?b.~.~, .............. . 

4 Stair pressurization, with vented fire floor and pressurization 
of floors above and below thru mechanical shaft. 

Note: Elevators serve all floors. 

::::r:: ::~~ii~:~~~:~:Q2:iim:9.~~:~2nfoit:::::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::~:::::::::::: : :: :::::::: ::: :::::: 
5 Office 36 ..... ~· · - .. ~~~~~~~-~~l~f'!rt~~~~~~~~fov;.s· ·an · ~;nc;i(e'zaii·e: ·· .. ..... .. . 

-· .. 4···· ··zaiie<rs·moi<e'cor1fratar1Ci'stafr'i'ressiiriZ·aifoii·arv·e·;y·iil9ii ....... .................... .. 
5 

flow rate to test proaram at extreme. 
1 Base case - no smoke control. 

:::::?:::: : :t.1:9.9.rii::i::!2:~:~~~:~~!!i9::~Q~:~r.~:2P.~:Q:t2I6.~ :9.y@fl:~;::::::::::::::::: :::: :::::::: :::::: : 
6 Apartment 20 3 ..... ~ ...... P.!!r.~m9 .f!!!2.~.L1.~§l..9.CT.0f.L .............................................................................. .. 

..... 1. ...... §!!!i!Yf~)!.Prn!!!?Y.~~"2!1,.Y!'.~.~ .. ~.!~Y!'.!?~CT.!?t~.i.~.2~!.!!: ...................... .......... ..... . 
5 Stairwell pressurization with several ooen stair doors. 
1 Base case - no smoke control. 

::~I:: : ::i::r:9.2r~::r12:~:~r~:P.~r~!!iil:in~:~r.~:2P.~:n:i2Iti~:2y~§)fl:~;:::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::::::: 
7 Apartment 12 3 ..... ~ ...... §!!!!!Yf~.l!.P.!.!!!!!?Y!.~!!2!11 ....................................................................................... . 

..... 1. .... .. J;!!!Y.!!!2r..P.r.i;.l?.!?.\!&!!~!!l.':L .......................................................................... ........... .. 

..... ~ .... .. §!!!i!Yf~!!.~D.9..!'1!!!~!!!!l!..P.f.~;\!!\!~.~i.<?.i:l : ..................................... ........................... . 
6 Verv small flow resistance for stairwell to test extreme data inout. 

... ..... ... ... N.!?~.~.= ... ~.~~~ .. ~.~ .. ~.~.!1.9.~1}9.!.,.~!-!! .. ~.~~-~!~~~!?.~!:Y..~!!.i.~T.: ................................... .. 

..... 1 ....... ~!!!!!'1.9.i:l.!\!!.~ .. i:l.\[!\!f!:l .. ;\\!P.P.l.Y.-. .......................................... ... .............. ...................... . 
8 Apartment 12 3 2 Atrium exhaust. 

:::::~: :: : ::§i~!r.«~JJ:P.:~~!!§y!.\?.~f!!i!i:~:nij:~~r.[ym:~~E~~!!i::::::::::: : :::: : :::::::::::::::::::::: :: ::::::::::::: 
4 Stairwell oressurization and atrium oressurization . 

........... .. ~!?!~.: ... ~!f~ .. §.~.~~~.!'.~r.~ .. !'.~!1~.~P.~: ................................. .. ... .................................. .. 

5 
1 Base case - no smoke control. 

:::::~ : ::: ::i~~:J;.~~~t~~~!@:::i.i~:6.:~~~~~~:~~~:~~:~~:~~~~~j~ii..::::::::::::::::::::::::: Office 30 9 

4 Zoned smoke control and stairwell oressurization. 
Note: Enclosed elevator lobbies and stairwell vestibules. 

3 :::J::: ::~~t.~~,~~~~i.~~~~,~~~~:::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: ::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::::::::::::::::: 
..... ~ .... .. s!!!Y.!!!!?r..l.'?.~!:!:i.l?!.!!!!!!!!.~H9.n .. mi .... ~r!?.~.i;.i:i .w.!n2!l~!?.!?D .. !!m9.~.f# .. ~.9.n~ ........... .. 

10 Office 17 

4 Elevator lobbv Pressurization and smoke zone exhaust. 

............. ~!?~.~.: ... f..i~~.~~.9.~.~~~ . .f.l}\~~.\~.l.~.1 .. ~P.~~~.~ ..... ... .................................................... . 

11 Hospital 10 7 
1 Base case - no smoke control. 

:::::?.:::: ::t.9.n~~:~m2H~:9:9.nfrR:r:.::::::: :: ::::::::: :::::: :::::::: :: :::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: :: : ::::: :::::: :::::: ::: 
..... ~ ...... f.9.n~ .. ~m2~~.f.C?.i:i!r!l.l •.. ~.1:1.!?r.C?.~~n.~n2.'?~.~ .. 9.n.!?m.9.~!! .~2n~ ................... ...... .. 
..... 1 ...... fu9.i:l~ .. !!m!l~~.9.<?.n!r.<?Lc:i.n2.§~.c:i.i.~!1 . .P.r.i;.~.!!\!~~~J.i!?.i:i .......................................... .. 

5 Zoned smoke control and elevator pressurization . 

........... .. ~!?!.~.; .. ~.~!!!~ .. ~-~ -~-~!'.9.!~9 .. 1.1.1.~!:'! .~~~- ~!?.l} .~~!?!.~Y. .~!f.i.l!.T. : ............... ................. .. 
t Base case - atrium exhaust 

::::~:: :: : : §~!ii~::~~:~Y!@69::n::~~~~::?::~!!.(:~(fi:~~f.i:~i!i:~~h~~~!:.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
..... ~ ...... !?.!!m~ .. ?.l!.~.\!!!~!ngJJ .. 9.~~-?. •. !?.1,1.taj\h.~!.~.Y.m.P..~~!?§.Yr.!?..!!!!2n., ...................... . 7 12 Hospital 10 
.... ~ .... .. §!!m.i; .. ?.!! . ~.~!!9.!!19 .. H.9.!!!?~ .. ~ •. !?.1:'.\.W.h.~tr.l.Y.m .. ~.>5.~.~.\!§L. ................................ . 
..... ~ ...... !?.!!m.f# .. ?.!!.~.~!!9.!n9.JJ .. 9.!!§~ .. ~ •. !?.l:l1.W.~.~!.~.':!m.P..~!l!?!?.Y!.!?.!!!!2rL ...... ............... . 
··· · ~···· ··~~~H~·~·~!f~!g~··H·§~~!·l··~·~·~~·~m~~·~-~~t~Jl1~aHoii'. ...................... .. 

In the first set of 200 runs, SCAF A used a simple 
under-relaxation coefficient of0.75. Tests of simple airflow 
networks m:ing the simultaneous node method (Walton 
1989b) indicated that using a simple under-relaxation 
coefficient of 0. 75 can result in the same or fewer number 
of iterations than using the variable relaxation coefficient as 
in Steffensen iteration. No relaxation was used for SIM
LOOP. LINEAR used a different relaxation coefficient. As 
suggested by Wood and Charles (1972), a coefficient of 0.5 
was used to control oscillations. This coefficient is equiva-

lent to simply using the average of two flows: the flow 
predicted for a particular link for the current iteration and 
that for the previous iteration. 

The other 650 runs involved different relaxation 
coefficients and different pressure initialimtions to study the 
effect of variations in these parameters on program perfor
mance. 

Comparison of Program Run Times and Iterations 
Table 2 shows the time taken to converge and the number 
of iterations for each of the first 200 runs. The program 



Building 
1 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

TABLE 2 
Summary of ASCOS, SCAFA, SIMLOOP, and LINEAR Comparison Runs 

ASCOS SCAFA SIMLOOP LINEAR 
(0.75)A (1.00 A (0.50 A** 

Case Run Iterations Time (sl Iterations Time (s) Iterations Time (sl Iterations Time (s) 
1 1 4 0.1 5 0.1 13 0.1 9 0.1 

2 10 0.1 8 0.1 13 0.1 9 0.1 
1 3 F1 5479.0 12 13.4 20 28.2 12 10944 ·········2 ................. 4 .. ······ ............. 6:18·· .......... 265'.i'i" ............... ;·:r ......... 1·4·ii .................. 21" ............ 29:5 ................ ,.5 ........... ,.3409" 

........ '3 ........ ......... 5 .................... '355 .. .. ...... .. ;·54·y ....... ... ..... fr ...... ... fo~9 .. ................ 21" ............ 29:5 ................ ,.,,.. ..... .... ;·493;r 
""""'4"'""" ......... 6 ..................... 54'1" """""2iif ............... ,.5 ........ ... ,.:(2" ................ 2:3' ............ 32:5" .............. ,.6 .. ""''""i'41'ii7" 
"'"""§ "'""" ......... :; .. ······ .......... 5415·· ........... 29'1'5' ............... ,.9 .. ·· ·· ··· ··21":1"' ............... 21· """"""'29:5" """'"'""11'' """""'9992" 

1 8 F2 F5 13 o.O 20 15.1 10 6952 

::::::::1:::::: :: : ::::: t.~::::::: :::::::::::::~R ::::::::::;:~ll : ::: : ::: ::: : :: :~IL::: : : :::;:;:: :::::::::::::]~: ::: : :::::::J~I :::::::::::::Ir :::: :: ::::::~:: 
4 11 818 199.3 11 6.8 22 16.5 11 7697 
1 12 F2 F5 1 '"'. 12.9 20 17.7 11 9920 ""'""2"""" ........ ,.:3"'"" """'"""42':1'" ""'""'1'21'.'8' .............. ... if' ........... 6:5" ................ 20' ............. 1.7:9" ........ ...... ,.1' ............ 99'1'6" 

... .. .... :r ...... ........ 14 .... ......... ..... 1'292" ....... ... 42ii'i:i' ............... :,.~· ........... 9:3 .................. 22· ............. ;·9::r ...... .. ...... ,.4 .. ·········1·:239.:r 

.... ..... 4 ................ 15······· .. ......... H54' .......... 351'.·o· .............. 1T ......... 1·2::r ................ 23' .... ......... 20::;-- .............. ,.4 .. .. ....... 1.2392" 
1 16 239 30.2 9 1.8 19 4.5 14 647.4 ......... 2 ...... .. ........ 17' ................... ;·39 .............. 1:;:2· ...... .. ....... ;·;r ···········2::; .................. 20' ............... 4:7 .. .............. ,.ir .......... 73:3:5 .. 

......... 3..... ... ········10 ...................... 93· ............ :;:re» ........ ... ·;·5·· ... ... .. ... :fr ...... .......... ~!1· ............... ;i:ir .............. 11r .......... 474:6 .. 

......... 4 .. .. ............ 19······ ......... .... 606 . ............ 54·:~r ...... ...... 1if .. ......... i, .................. 22' ............... s::r .............. ,.:; .. .......... aoo:o .. 

......... 5 ................ 20....... . ......... 519'7" .......... 820-.2· ............... ,.2 ............. 2:3· ........ ........ 22· ............... 5::r .............. ;·:r .......... 62'7:0" 
1 21 228 18.0 9 1.0 16 2.2 12 123.6 ......... 2 ........ ........ it ..... ............. 1·14· .............. a·:5· ............... :,.~ ............. ;·::i· ..... ........ ... ;·9· ............... 2:6 ................ ,.6 ............ 1s·r5·· 

"'"""3"'"""' '"'""23"'"" ........... 5:3'.fo' .......... 6:37'.'f ............... ff ............ ,.:4" ................ 2'.2' .... ....... .. .. 3:1" .............. fo ....... .... fff."if ' 
......... 4 ................ 24 ....... ............. 62:r ............ 51·:r ................. 8 ............ 0:9· .. .............. 20' ............... 2:5· ................ 8 .. ........ .. .. 85.'7" 
......... 5 ........ ........ 25 ....... ... ...... ... ... i=4" ....... 3655'.o· ............... ,.4 ............. ;·:0 .. .. .............. ,'?' ............... 2:5 ................ ,.:r .......... 122::r 
"""'"6"""" '"""'26""'" ............... i=3" ............... ;: .. 5· ........ .. ..... ,.() ............. 1":2" ................ ,.if ............... 2:2" .............. ,.8 ............ 180.'7'' 

1 27 4770 356.1 15 2.1 23 3.6 15 209.7 ......... 2········ .... .... 28"'"'" ... .... .... 5223' .......... 384'.9' ............... ,.5 ............. 2:1" ................ ,.8 ................ ~i:9" .............. ,.if .......... 209.'7" 
......... 3 ................ 29 .................. :2796 ............ 20<».8 ................ ;·5 ............. 2:3 .................. 21" ............. .. is ................ ,.4 ............ 200:6 .. 
......... 4 ................ 30 ....... ........... 2oo:r .......... 244·:,f ............... ,.2 ............. ;·:a ................ .. 2, ................. i5 ................ 1·1r ··········235:5 .. 

1 31 497 133.7 14 9.6 20 16.7 11 7307 """""2"""" ........ 32"'"" ... ........ i.63'i" """""45:3.'4' .. .. ..... .. .... ,.5 ........... ,.6:2" ................ 20' ............. ,.6:7" ................ 9 .. ........... 6089" 
......... 3 ............... '33 ....... ········· .. ;·1o·r ...... .... 449'.8 ................ ,.3 ........... .. 8:9 .................. 20' ............. 1·5::; .............. .... 9 .. ........... 6090 .. 
......... 4 ........ """"34""'" ........... 2656' ........ .. 55:;:·5· ............... ,.6 .. ......... ;·;·:2 .................. ,.5. """"""'1"i4"" ................ 8 ............. 5487'' 

1 35 414 64.5 ~ o 3.1 17 4.6 11 822.8 ......... 2 ................ 35···· ................ 597' ............ 9:;:·9· ............... ,.Ci' ............ 3:·r ................ {;- ............... 4:5·· .............. ,.,. . .......... 52:.:r4 .. 
........ '3 ................ 37 .................... 4sif ............ srs· ............... ,.8 ............. 5:6 .. ................ ;·5· ............... 4:2 .................. 9 ............ 685:5·· 
·········4········ ........ 38 ....... ·············925 ............ ,.62'.8' ............... ;·2·· ........... i 9" ................ ;·9· ···············5::r ................ ?' ........... 550:6 .. 

39 130 24.5 7 6.0 16 31.8 13 2963 ......... 2' ............... 40""'" ............. ,.,'.( ............ 20'.8' ............... ,.()' . ........... 8:6" ........... ... .. ;·5· ............ 35:4·· .............. ,.2 ............. 2753·· 
......... 3········ ········41······· ...... ....... ;·59· ············27'.2" ·········· ·· ···1·4·· ··· ······1·2:0" ........ ........ 1'9 . ............ 37:3'" .............. 1'2" ........... 2.75:3" 
......... 4········ ........ 42 ....... ............. 1·3:f .......... .. 24·.'3· ............... ,.6 .......... Tia .................. ,.a. ············35:5·· .............. ;·a ............. 2334·· 
······ ···1r .. ···· ······ ··43······· ··········· .. 1·22 .. ..... ....... 245· ............... ;·:;·· ........... if:r .. .............. 1·9· .... .. ....... :=frT ·· ········· ···;T .. .. .... ... 35·1·2 .. 

1 44 75 15.5 28 28.9 21 56.5 13 4006 ......... 2···· .... ···· ····45······· ·············134· ........ .... 19.Ci' ............... 28" """""28:9" ................ 24' ............. 54:z·· .............. 1'4" ........... 429if 
""""'3""'"' ........ 45······· ............. 169' ............ 30'.8' ............... 29·· ········29:9 .................. 21" ............ 56:5" .............. ,.2'. ···········3i~i3" 
·········4········ ........ 4'f""" ·············1·04·· ............ 2i:i'.'7' ............... 20·· ...... ... 28:9·· ................ 22· ·············59:1 ................ i'2" .......... '372:3'· 
......... 5 ................ 48 .................... :;45·· ............ 2!i'9' ....... .. .... .. 29·· .. .. ... .. 29:9" ........ ........ 21" ............. 56:5" .............. 1'5" ........... 45'83" 
......... 6 ........ ········49······· ............... 00 . ............ 17".'3" ............... 28" ......... 29:3"" ................ 21' ............ 55:5·· ....... ... ...... 9 ............. 28'68" 
......... :; ................ 50 .................... ,.oa·· ............ 2i·r ............... 29 .......... 30:s·· ········· ·······2:r ............ 59:2 .. ············ .. ;·:r· ........... 3442". 

Total F6 F6 741 4B3.6 982 1008.2 614 213349 
Averaae 1128.6 408.6 14.8 9.9 19.6 20.2 12.3 4267 

F1 : Failure to converge in 10,000 iterations. 
F3: Arithmetic overflow in subroutine FLOW. 
F5: No time determined due to arithmetic error. 

F2: Arithmetic overflow in subroutine SHAFTP. 
F4: Excessive iterations (>100) in subroutine SHAFTP. 
F6: No solutions in six runs, so totals not determined. 

A: Constant relaxation coefficient. 
••· Building 3 cases analyzed with LINEAR were run on a 33 MHz 386 microcomputer with a math coprocessor. 

That computer is approximately 3.5 times faster than the 16 MHz 386sx comput£;r used for the other runs. 



speed only reflects iteration times and does not include the 
time required to read input data, to initialize pressures or 
flows, and to write output data. 

All but six of these runs were successful. SCAF A 
always worked, l!-S did SIMLOOP and LINEAR. The runs 
that failed occurred using ASCOS. There was no apparent 
pattern to these failures. In the cases that converged using 

1
ASCOS, that program was usually slower than SCAFA and 
SIMLOOP. One reason ASCOS was faster in some cases is 
that it used a less stringent convergence criterion. Another 
reason is that less than optimal relaxation coefficients were 
used in SCAF A and in SIMLOOP. 

With the exception of eight cases, LINEAR was always 
slower than ASCOS. No pattern for these eight exceptions 
was determined. LINEAR was always slower than SCAF A 
or SIMLOOP, sometimes by almost three orders of magni
tude. However, LINEAR usually required the least number 
of iterations to converge of all four programs. If each 
method used the same time per iteration, LINEAR would 
have been faster than the other methods, particularly since 
it requires no pressure or flow initialization. However, 
these methods used different amounts of time for each 
iteration, for two reasons. 

First, each method solves a different number of 
equations. For a network with J nodes, N links, and L 
loops, the simultaneous node method solves J equations, the 
simultaneous loop method solves L equations, and the linear 
theory method solves (J - 1) + L equations. Thus, the 
linear theory method will always have to solve more 
equations than the other two methods. Assuming each 
method uses the same equation solver, solving more 
equations in each iteration will require more time. 

Second, LINEAR was slowed significantly by its 
equation solver (storing and operating on a full matrix 
rather than on a sparse matrix). Replacing this equation 
solver with one that takes full advantage of the sparsity of 
the matrix would significantly reduce execution time. 
Unfortunately, the structure of the coefficient matrix in the 
linear thoory method does not make it amenable to known 
rapid methods of solution. This put the linear theory method 
at a serious disadvantage. 

Program Accuracy For each prediction by ASCOS, 
SIMLOOP, and LINEAR, an absolute difference relative .,.. 
the corresponding prediction by SCAF A was determined. 
The absolute difference is the difference between absolute 
values of two corresponding predictions. Percentage 
differences were also determined for each prediction using 
properties that characterize each network. For pressure 
drops, the percentage differences were determined H::i ..... e 
to an average pressure drop. That dVerage was ddt>rtl"i~~ 
using absolute values of all pressure drops predicted by 
SCAFA for the entire network in that case. For flows, the 
percentage differences and average were determined in a 
similar manner, but the average flow predicted by SCAF A 
for the entire network in that case was used instead. For 
nodal pressures, the percentage differences were ri>fative to 

the range of nodal pressures in the entire network for that 
case. The pressure range is the difference between the 
nummum and maximum nodal pressures predicted by 
SCAFA. 

Flow and Pressure Drop Predictions There was 
excellent agreement between the flow and pressure drop 
predictions of SCAFA and those of SIMLOOP and LIN
EAR, as shown in Tables 3 and 4. There was also generally 
good agreement between the flow and pressure drop 
predictions of SCAFA and those of ASCOS. For most 
cases, the average absolute and percentage differences in 
ASCOS pressure drop and flow predictions were 
small-less than 4 Pa (0.5 % ) and 0.1 kg/s (0.1 % ). The 
RMS absolute and percentage differences for these cases for 
these predictions were also small-less than 7 Pa (0.8%) 
and 0.2 kg/s (0.3%). However, for four of the buildings, 
there were some significant maximum absolute and percent
age differences between the flow and pressure drop predic
tions of SCAFA and ASCOS. Each of these four buildings 
had 30 or more floors. Typically, the maximum differences 
occurred for links between the outdoors and the node at the 
top floor of a shaft. The reason for the differences in 
pressure drop and flow predictions for the larger buildings 
was not clear, although one possibility was the different 
convergence criterion and less stringent convergence 
tolerance that was used in ASCOS. 

Nodal Pressure Predictions Tables 3 and 4 also show 
there was excellent agreement between the nodal pressure 
predictions of SCAF A and those of SIMLC - T) and LIN
EAR. There was also generally good agreement between 
1-.e nodal pressure predictions of SCAF A arrl those of 

A<'COS. For most of the cases, the average ''~lute and 
percentage differences in ASCOS nodal pressure predictions 
were small-less than 5 Pa (0.04%). Also, the RMS 
absolute and percentage differences for these cases in these 
predictions were also small-less than 6 Pa (0.04%). 
However, there were some significant maxi111um absolute 
differences between the nodal pressure ;~~dictions of 

TABLE 3 
Maximum Absolute Differences Between 
SIMLOOP and LINEAR Relative to SCAFA 

Flow AP Pressure 
(kg/s) (Pa) (r'a) 

Average 5.0xJ0·7 3.0x 10°"' 3.0xlo""' 

RMS 7.0xlO.{j s.oxio-3 l.Oxl0-3 

Maximum l.OxlO°"' 0.1 0.01 

TABLE 4 
Maximum Percentage Differences Between 
SIMLOOP and LINEAR Relative to SCAFA 

Flow AP Pressure 

( %) (%) (%) 
Average 3.0x10-7 4.0x10-S 7.0x10·7 

RMS 4.0xlO.{; 3.0xlO°"' 3.0xlO.{j 

Maximum s.ox10-3 0.3 2.ox10-3 



.. 

SCAF A and AS COS for the same four buildings; but the 
maximum percentage difference between these predictions 
for these buildings never exceeded 2 % . The differences in 
nodal pressure predictions were also partly attributable to 
the different convergence criterion and less stringent 
convergence tolerance that was used in ASCOS. 

Nodal Flow and Loop Pressure Drop Imbalances 
There were negligible imbalances in loop pressure drops 
and nodal flows for SIMLOOP. The maximums were 1.1 
X 10-s Pa and 2.8 X 10- 14 kg/s. The low nodal flow 
imbalances were expected for SIMLOOP because it is 
implicit in the simultaneous loop method that flow continu
ity always be satisfied at every node. The nodal flow 
imbalances for SCAF A were also negligible, with a 
maximum of 2.0 x 10- 10 kg/s. Loop pressure drop imbal
ances were not determined for SCAF A because the simulta
neous node method does not require the definition of loops, 
so there was no basis on which to calculate those imbalanc
es. These results mean that the predictions of SIMLOOP, 
and therefore of LINEAR and SCAFA, are essentially exact 
solutions. 

Comparison of SCAFA and SIMLOOP Speed Due 
to the convergence problems observed with ASCOS, and 
due to the long execution times and large memory require
ments of LINEAR, the remainder of the project focused on 
SCAF A and SIMLOOP. 

There appears to be a clear speed advantage in·general 
to using SCAF A with pressure initialization, as shown in 
Table 2. However, in some cases, SIMLOOP was almost 
as fast and, in one case, SIMLOOP was slightly faster than 
SCAF A with pressure initialization. 

There was no discernable pattern why SIMLOOP was 
slower than SCAF A. SIMLOOP used the same input data 
and equation solver as SCAF A. It is possible that SIM
LOOP was being slowed by poor estimates of initial flows, 
since SIMLOOP generally required more iterations than 
SCAF A to determine the same solution set. If the flow 
initialization in SIMLOOP could be improved, fewer 
iterations would be needed to converge to the ~olution, and 
SIMLOOP might execute as fast or faster than SCAF A. 
However, it is not clear how this procedure could be 
improved in a consistent and reliable manner. 

Effect of Network Size on SCAFA and SIMLOOP 
As Figures 1 and 2 show, there was some correlation 
between the Jacobian fills (number of nonzero elements) 
after factoring and the network size. As the number of 
nodes increased, so did the number of nonzero elements in 
the Jacobian of SCAFA. Similarly, as the number of loops 
increased, so did the fill of Jacobians in SIMLOOP. For 
some cases, an increase in network size had a more 
pronounced effect on increasing the Jacobian fill than in 
other cases. This phenomenon was largely due to the 
manner in which nodes or loops were ordered. Walton 
(1989a) studied this effect and suggested, as a rule of 
thumb, that nodes linked to the greatest number of nodes 
should appear later in the node list. Walton also suggested 
that nodes at similar heights be grouped together. In 

general, these rules were followed in the SO cases consid
ered in this project. 

For most of the cases, Figure 1 also shows that less 
storage was required for the Jacobian after factoring in the 
simultaneous loop method (SIMLOOP) than in the simulta
neous node method (SCAF A). However, in some cases, 
SIMLOOP required significantly more storage. The storage 
requirement was dependent on the network definition, as 
shown in Figure 2. For some networks, there were fewer 
loops than nodes, while for some others, the reverse 
occurred. In the cases with fewer loops than nodes, there 
were few links between the nodes. As the number of links 
between the nodes increased for a given number of nodes, 
the number of loops also increased, as expected. 

Figures 3 and 4 show that there was also some correla
tion between the number of nonzero coefficients in the 
Jacobians after factor g and program execution times. In 
some cases, the increases in execution times were larger 
than expected, given the increases in number of nonzero 
elements. This behavior was most likely due to the proximi
ty of the pressure or flow initializations to the final solu
tions. Fewer iterations and less execution time are required 
for a given number of nonzero elements if the initial 
estimates of pressure or flow are close to the final solution. 
These results indicate the importance of not only minimiz
ing the number of nonzero elements in the Jacobian but also 
of using a good pressure or flow initialization. 

Effect of Pressure Initialimtion on SCAF A To 
investigate the effect of pressure initialization on SCAF A, 
the program was rerun without pressure initialization using 
a relaxation coefficient of 0. 75 for all 50 cases. Nodes with 
unknown pressure were initially assigned zero pressure. 
Links with unknown flow were initially assigned zero flow. 
This same test could not be carried out with SIMLOOP 
because flow continuity at every node must always be 
satisfied in the simultaneous loop method. In that met~od, 
the presence of a known constant nonzero flow in any one 
of the links means that one or more of the links with 
unknown flows will have a nonzero initial flow. 

SCAF A took more time and more iterations to solve 
every case without pressure initialization than with pressure 
initialization, as expected. Even without pressure initializa
tion, SCAF A could determine a solution in every case. The 
same solutions were obtained with and without pressure 
initialization. 

There did not appear to be a clear speed advantage to 
using SCAF A without pressure initialization instead of SIM
LOOP, however. As Figure 5 shows, in some cases, 
SCAFA without pressure initialization was the quickest to 
determine a solution; in other cases, SIMLOOP was the 
quickest. Without pressure initialization, SCAFA required 
more iterations than SIMLOOP to converge, except for 
extremely simple networks. · 

While these results indicate SCAF A could be slowed by 
a lack of pressure initialization, such that its speed was 
comparable to that of SIMLOOP, they do not indicate if the 
speed of SIMLOOP could be improved through the use of 
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Figure 4 SIMLOOP run times and Jacobian fills. 
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Figure 5 SCAFA (no initialization) and SIMLOOP run times. 

a different flow initialization procedure. It is not clear how 
that procedure could be improved in a consistent and 
reliable manner. 

Effect of Relaxation Coefficient on SCAF A Wood 
and Rayes (1981) found that the simultaneous node method 
did not always converge when no relaxation was used. To 
investigate this phenomenon, a relaxation coefficient of 
unity was used in SCAF A. As expected, there were cases 
that did not converge. A solution was obtained in only 18 
of the 50 cases. In the cases in which a solution was 
obtained,. significantly more iterations and execution time 
were ::-quired, compared to the cases that used a relaxation 
coefficient of 0.75. No pattern was apparent to describe 
network characteristics that are likely to induce oscillations 
that prevent convergence in the iterative process. However, 
this lack of information appears to be inconsequential 
because simply using an under-relaxation coefficient of 0. 75 
seems to control these oscillations and causes the program 

to converge. Over-relaxation is not recommended, as it 
could cause the program to diverge by forcing the iterations 
outside the radius of convergence. 

There is, however, the question of whether 0. 75 is an 
optimum coefficient, particularly for every network. A 
different coefficient might result in fewer iterations and less 
execution time. To study the impact of the magnitude of 
this coefficient on SCAFA, it was varied in 0.01 increments 
over the range 0.50 to 1.00 for several cases, including 
those in which ASCOS determined a solution in less time. 
There was always an optimum under-relaxation coefficient 
that caused SCAFA to run faster than ASCOS. The use of 
the optimum relaxation coefficient also caused SCAF A 
(with pressure initialization) to always be faster and to use 
fewer iterations than SIMLOOP with no relaxation. 

Figure 6 shows the SCAF A execution times for four of 
these cases. Two interesting phenomena were observed. 
First, for relaxation coefficients in the range between 0.9 
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Figure 6 Relaxation coefficient effect on SCAFA run times. 

and 1.0, SCAFA often could not converge in less than 100 
iterations. It is unlikely further 'iterations would lead to 
convergence. Second, reducing the relaxation coefficients 
below the threshold where convergence became possible 
caused SCAFA execution times and the number of iterations 
to decrease almost monotonically down to a coefficient of 
0. 7. For coefficients below 0. 7, a region of instability or a 
plateau occurred, which caused execution times and the 
number of iterations to increase and/or decrease. The 
instabilities were more pronounced in some cases than in 
others. It is clear that choosing an optimum relaxation 
coefficient for a particular network is difficult. However, it 
appears that the relaxation coefficient of 0. 75 used in this 
project is close to an optimum relaxation coefficient for 
these cases, and it avoids the region of instability. 

The Steffensen iteration method uses a variable under
relaxation coefficient in an attempt to address the problem 
of choosing a relaxation coefficient. However, in most 
cases, as Figure 7 shows, this method increased the 
execution time required by SCAF A to determine a solution 
set compared to those with a constant under-relaxation 
coefficient of 0. 75. The increased times were primarily due 
to increases in the number of iterations. Based on these 
results, it appears the Steffensen iteration method is unnec
essary in cases involving only orifice or fixed flows. For 
some cases, such as those involving fans, which have not 
been tested here, Steffensen iteration may be necessary to 
determine a solution set (Walton 1989b). 

Effect of Relaxation Coefficient on SIMLOOP To 
investigate the impact of the relaxation coefficient on the 
performance of SIMLOOP, that coefficient was varied in 
two sets of 50 runs. In one set of runs, an under-relaxation 
coefficient of 0. 75 was used. In the other set, an over
relaxation coefficient of 1.25 was used. The SIMLOOP 
execution times obtained in these 100 runs compared to 
those obtained using no relaxation (coefficient of 1.0) are 
shown in Figure 8. In all but a few cases, the minimum run 
time for SIMLOOP occurred with the use of no relaxation. 

\2. 

Under-relaxation always slowed convergence with the 
simultaneous loop method. In some of the cases, an over
relaxation coefficient of 1.25 improved program execution 
times. However, no pattern was determined for selecting a 
particular value of relaxation coefficient that will result in 
a minimum run time for SIMLOOP. 

Flexibility of Algorithms 

In designing and commissioning buildings with smoke 
control systems, good estimates regarding the geometry of 
the building, the performance of fans, and the frictional 
pressure drop in ducts usually will be available. However, 
the data regarding the airtightness of components such as 
walls, roofs, floors, internal partitions, and elevator doors 
are usually less precise. Thus, there is a need to examine 
the effect of changes in leakage areas on pressures and 
flows throughout the system. For example, during the 
application of a smoke control analysis program at the 
commissioning stage, it is necessary to first adjust estimates 
of network characteristics to conform to field measurements 
(model calibration). 

The approach to adjusting parameters that characterize 
the network depends on the flexibility of the network 
analysis program. If the program can only solve for 
unknown pressures or flows and does not predict the 
sensitivity of the network to each parameter, the adjust
ments must be carried out iteratively, selecting parameters 
by trial-and-error and changing those parameters a step at 
a time in successive runs. However, ifthe program predicts 
the sensitivity of the network to changes in these parame
ters, a set of parameters, such as leakage areas in certain 
locations, can be selected that excludes parameters that have 
no significant effect on the system performance. The 
number of iterative runs required will be significantly 
reduced. If the program c.an also solve for unknown 
resistances, and sufficient data are available, an iterative 
solution will not be required. The sensitivity analysis is still 
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useful because in some cases insufficient data are available, 
such that not all unknown resistances can be solved for 
simultaneously. . 

The solution of a mixed set of unknown variables 
(pressure, flow, and resistance) has already been carried out 
using the simultaneous node method (Shamir and Howard 
1968). No literature was found describing a similar applica
tion of the simultaneous loop method. It is unclear whether 
that method could also be adapted to solve for these mixed 
unknowns. Both methods are capable of predicting the 
sensitivity of the system to changes in a single variable at 
a time because they already calculate a set of partial 
derivatives that relate the rate of change of pressure or flow 
to a single variable of interest. 

Due to the nature of the sequential node method in 
ASCOS and of the linear theory method, these algorithms 
cannot be used without iterations to determine the sensitivity 

of the system to changes in a set of variables of interest. 
Furthermore, it is unclear how these methods could be 
easily adapted to solve for a set of mixed unknowns. 

SELECTION OF BEST ALGORITHM 

Based on the evaluations described here, the simulta
neous node method, as implemented in SCAF A, was 
selected as the best algorithm for the analysis of smoke 
control systems. To summarize the evaluations, the sequen
tial node method as implemented in ASCOS was not 
selected, partly due to its lack of flexibility but primarily 
due to its convergence characteristics. That is, there were 
several cases for which a solution could not be determined 
or for which convergence was extremely slow. 

The linear theory method, as implemented in LINEAR, 
was excluded for three reasons. First, although a solution 



was obtained in every case, the execution times and 
memory requirements of LINEAR were significantly larger 
than those of the other three programs. This was caused 
primarily by the different equation solver used in LINEAR. 
The nature of the linear theory method does not make it 
amenable to known rapid solution methods. Second, the 
linear theory method requires the specification or generation 
of loop data, which reduces its ease of use. An automatic 
loop data generator that determines an optimum set of loops 
is not currently available in the public domain. Third, the 
linear theory method is inflexible. It cannot be easily used 
in sensitivity studies of smoke control systems. 

The simultaneous loop method, as implemented in 
SIMLOOP, obtained a solution in every case, but it was 
excluded for two reasons. First, as for the linear theory 
method, loop data must be defined, and no automatic loop 
generators are currently available in the public domain to 
carry out this task. Although SIMLOOP iteration execution 
times and Jacobian storage requirements were of the same 
order as those of SCAFA, the use of an automatic loop 
generator can significantly lengthen total program execution 
times, and the storage of loop data can significantly increase 
the total amount of storage required in the program. 
Second, it is unclear if the simultaneous loop method has 
the tlexibility to solve for a mixed set of unknown vari
ables, such as unknown pressures, flows, and leakage areas. 

SCAF A always converged to an accurate solution and 
was faster than the other three programs (SIMLOOP, 
LINEAR, and ASCOS) when pressure initialii.ation and an 
optimum under-relaxation coefficient were used. Even when 
a less than optimum relaxation coefficient was used (0. 75), 
the program was still usually faster than the other pro
grams. SCAF A also required less input data and generally 
ust:<l less memory than the loop-based methods. Finally, the 
flexibility of the simultaneous node method has already been 
demonstrated. This flexibility appears to be of particular 
value in the use of network analysis programs for the 
design and commissioning of smoke control systems. 

ALGORITHM EXTENSION 

Development of SMOKESIM 

A new program called SMOKESIM was developed, 
which includes all the capabilities of ASCOS and which has 
the same capabilities as SCAF A. It implements the simulta
neous node method, which was selected as the best algo
rithm for the analysis of smoke control systems. SMOKE
SIM is a quasi-transient program that has the ability to 
model steady-state airflows (including those through fans 
and ducts) and transient smoke concentrations. Like 
ASCOS, SMOKESIM includes models for wind effects and 
pressure losses in shafts due to friction. Unlike SCAFA, 
however, SMOKESIM uses the natural convergence 
criterion of the simultaneous node method: repeat the 
iterative procedure until the flow imbalance at each node is 
less than some specified tolerance. 

SMOKESIM includes several extensions that are not 
implemented in SCAFA or ASCOS. These include the 
capability to model the heat input and smoke production of 
a fire through user-specified time versus fire temperature 
and time versus smoke concentration profiles. Also, 
SMOKESIM has the capability to model the effects of 
thermal expansion and the capability to define the variation 
over time of door and window openings and of the size of 
other openings in the building. 

The most important extensions were the specification of 
fire temperature histories and the addition of thermal 
expansion because the rapid energy release by a fire and 
resulting expansion can cause significant flows of air and 
smoke out of a fire zone. In SMOKESIM, zero thermal 
expansion at any node can be specified or it can be calculat
ed by the program for that node using the relation 

m = v. ap (1) 
I ar 

where 

!J!, rate of thermal expansion of air at node, kg/s; 
V air volume of node, m3

; 

ap change in air density over current time period 
(based on user.:.specified profile of temperdlure), 
kg/m3

; 

<Jr length of current time period, s. 

The thermal expansion for a node is added to the sum 
of flows into and out of that node in determining flow 
continuity. The sign convention in SMOKESIM is that 
flows are positive leaving a node. Thus, a positive thermal 
expansion implies that flow due to this effect is out of a 
node. The other flows for that node for the current time 
period are determined using air properties corresponding to 
the air temperature at the midpoint of that period. 

Evaluation of SMOKESIM 

SMOKESIM and another smoke control analysis 
program (Said 1991) were used to simulate a building with 
a pressuriz.ed stairshaft smoke control system. Seyeral cases 
for which measured data from full-scale fire tests are 
available were considered. The accuracy of the program 
used for comparison has been verified against these mea
sured data (Said and MacDonald 1991). There was excellent 
agreeme~t between the air pressure and airflow predictions 
of the two programs (Wray 1991). 
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